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Abstract. We investigate strong-field ionization of linear molecules by a two-color laser field
of frequencies rω and sω having coplanar counterrotating or corotating elliptically polarized
components (ω is the fundamental laser field frequency and r and s are integers). Using the
improved molecular strong-field approximation we analyze direct above-threshold ionization
(ATI) and high-order ATI (HATI) spectra. More precisely, reflection and rotational symmetries
of these spectra for linear molecules aligned in the laser-field polarization plane are considered.
The reflection symmetries for particular molecular orientations, known to be valid for a bicircular
field (this is the field with circularly polarized counterrotating components), are valid also for
arbitrary component ellipticities. However, specific rotational symmetries that are satisfied
for HATI by a bicircular field, are violated for an arbitrary elliptically polarized field with
counterrotating components. For the corotating case and the N2 molecule we analyze molecular-
orientation-dependent interferences and plateau structures for various ellipticities.

1. Introduction
Above-threshold ionization (ATI) is one of the most important nonlinear phenomena that may
occur during the interaction of the strong laser field with atoms or molecules (see the review
articles [1, 2, 3, 4] and references therein). In this process, the considered atomic or molecular
system absorbs more photons from the laser field than is necessary for ionization. The electron,
once liberated, goes directly to the detector. ATI can be the first step for some other more
complicated phenomena. For example, due to the influence of the laser field, the ionized electron
may return to the parent atomic or molecular ion (second step) and elastically scatter off it (third
step), before reaching the detector. In this process, the electron can absorb many more photons
from the laser field than in direct ATI. This process was named high-order ATI or HATI [1]. The
electron energy spectra of the atomic or molecular HATI process are characterized by a plateau,
that is, a broad energy range within which the photoelectron (HATI) yield is practically constant.
The plateau is terminated by an abrupt cutoff after which the electron yield quickly drops by
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orders of magnitude. Due to the more complicated structure of molecules, their (H)ATI spectra
are much richer than those of atoms [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

All cited papers are devoted to molecular HATI generated by a linearly polarized field. In
this paper, we are interested in molecular (H)ATI by a bichromatic elliptically polarized laser
field. Various nonlinear processes, including atomic and molecular HATI, generated by strong
bichromatic elliptically polarized laser fields have attracted a lot of attention in the last few years.
This is particularly true for the special case of a bichromatic elliptically polarized laser field that
is called a bicircular field. This field consists of two coplanar corotating or counterrotating
circularly polarized fields having different angular frequencies. A more detailed description of
this type of laser field will be presented in the next section.

The (H)ATI process by a bicircular field was considered in [10], where a superposition of two
counterrotating circularly polarized pulses, having the same frequency, was considered. One of
these pulses was long while the other one was a few-cycle pulse. It was shown that high-energy
electrons, generated in ionization by such a combination of pulses, are emitted in a direction
correlated with the carrier-envelope phase of the few-cycle pulse. Angle-resolved electron energy
spectra in strong-field ionization by a bicircular field of arbitrary frequencies rω and sω were
analyzed in [11, 12]. For the ω–2ω case (r = 1 and s = 2), the predicted three-lobed shape
of these spectra was recently confirmed experimentally [13]. Also, it was shown that the low-
energy features of the photoelectron spectra are due to Coulomb-field-enhanced rescattering [13].
However, the high-energy features, also visible in the observed spectra presented in [13], were not
explained. The high-energy spectra have recently been considered theoretically in [14, 15] and
experimentally in [16]. In [17], the HATI spectra obtained in bicircular laser fields for different
atomic targets are analyzed in detail using the quantum-orbit formalism. This approach gives
more physical insight into the (H)ATI process. For this purpose, a specific classification of
the saddle-point solutions was introduced both for the backward-scattered and for the forward-
scattered electrons. The short forward-scattering quantum orbits for a bicircular field are similar
to those of a linearly polarized field. The conclusion was that these orbits are universal, i.e.,
they do not depend on the shape of the laser field [17].

Very few papers have been devoted to molecular HATI generated by a bicircular laser
field. In [18], we extended our theoretical approach from atomic HATI by a bicircular field to
bicircular HATI from molecular targets. We considered the general symmetries of homonuclear
molecules in a counterrotating bicircular laser field and identified four of them (two rotational
and two reflection symmetries) that are satisfied in ATI of homonuclear diatomic molecules. It
is important to stress that the two rotational symmetries are valid both for the direct ATI and
for the rescattered electrons. All mentioned symmetries were illustrated using the N2 molecule
as the target and an ω–2ω bicircular laser field. The next step in our investigation was an
analysis of the reflection and rotational symmetries for diatomic heteronuclear molecules and
symmetric and asymmetric linear triatomic molecules [19]. It was shown that the (H)ATI spectra
of symmetric linear molecules observe additional symmetries compared with the asymmetric
case [19]. In [20] we have shown that, in contrast to atoms, the HATI spectra of nonlinear
polyatomic molecules such as O3 do not obey rotational symmetry in general. For the ω–2ω
case, the HATI photoelectron momentum distribution has a three-lobed shape, as expected,
but the rotational symmetry is absent. O3 is a symmetric planar molecule and, for the ω–3ω
bicircular field, the HATI spectrum is rotationally symmetric only if the plane of the molecule is
perpendicular to the polarization plane of the laser field [20]. In [21] the authors have analyzed
molecular ATI by polychromatic circularly polarized laser pulses. ATI spectra of the H+

2 molecule
are presented using solutions of the corresponding time-dependent Schrödinger equation. The
results demonstrate the dependence of molecular photoionization on the frequency combination
and helicity [21]. The influence of different laser and molecular parameters on the ATI spectra
of the H+

2 molecule was analyzed in [22]. Special attention was devoted to the sensitivity of
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the corresponding spectra to the carrier-envelope phase. Molecular ATI minima and plateau
structures as functions of the orientation of the considered molecule with respect to the major
axis of the laser-field polarization ellipse were investigated in [23].

The main body of this paper is divided into three sections. In section 2 we define the transition
matrix element, introduce our improved molecular strong-field approximation (MSFA) and define
our bichromatic elliptically polarized field for both counterrotating and corotating components.
In section 3 we present numerical results obtained using both the direct MSFA and the improved
MSFA (IMSFA; [24] and references therein), which also takes into account rescattering. Finally,
section 4 contains our concluding remarks and some discussion. The atomic system of units is
used.

2. Notation and Theory
In our calculations we suppose that the laser field, the molecule, and the emitted electron
all lie in the same plane (figure 1). We consider examples of homonuclear and heteronuclear
diatomic as well as triatomic linear molecules. In our theoretical approach, a linear polyatomic
molecule is modeled by an (N + 1)-particle system, which consists of N heavy atomic (ionic)
centers and one valence electron. After separation of the center of mass, we denote by
R ≡ {R} = (R1,R2, . . . ,RN−1) the set of relative coordinates of all atomic centers. The
vector RN ≡ r describes the relative motion of the electron with respect to the center of mass.
More information about our notation can be found in [24].

Figure 1. Left: Schematic presentation of the coordinate systems used in the paper. The linear
molecule is along the z axis in the 0zxy coordinate system. The laser field lies in the 0zLxL
plane of the 0zLxLyL coordinate system, which is rotated about the axis that is perpendicular
to the 0zx plane (y = yL axis) by the angle θL with respect to the z axis. The direction of the
electron momentum p is determined by the angle θe with respect to the zL axis. The angles are
positive for counterclockwise rotation (from z to x). Right: Electric-field vector E(t) (black solid
curves) and vector potential A(t) (red dotted curves) of the bichromatic elliptically polarized
field (2) for r = 1 and s = 2 (upper panels) and for r = 1 and s = 3 (bottom panels). The left-
hand panels correspond to the counterrotating combination of the field components (h = −1),
while those on the right-hand side are for corotating field components (h = 1). The component
ellipticities are ε1 = ε2 = ε = 0.3.

For linear molecules all vectors of the set {R} are along the z axis. The laser field is defined
in the coordinate system OzLxL, which is rotated with respect to the Ozx system by the angle
θL about the y = yL axis, which is perpendicular to the polarization plane. The momentum p
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of the emitted electron is determined by the angles θe in the OzLxL system and θ = θL + θe in
the Ozx system. The unit vectors of the corresponding coordinate systems are related by

êLz = ẑ cos θL + x̂ sin θL, êLx = −ẑ sin θL + x̂ cos θL. (1)

We consider a bichromatic elliptically polarized field having the period T and the fundamental
frequency ω = 2π/T , with the electric-field vector [25]

E(t) =
E1√
1 + ε2

1

[êLz sin(rωt)− êLxε1 cos(rωt)]+
E2√
1 + ε2

2

[êLz sin(sωt+φ)−hêLxε2 cos(sωt+φ)].

(2)
We assume equal component strengths and fix the relative phases to zero (E1 = E2 = EL,
φ = φ1 = φ2 = 0 compared with the notation of [17]). In figure 1 we present parametric plots of
the ω–2ω and ω–3ω counterrotating (h = −1) and corotating (h = +1) bichromatic elliptically
polarized fields as well as the corresponding vector potentials. The ellipticities of the laser-field
components are the same (ε1 = ε2 = ε = 0.3).

Inspection of the Lissajous figures of the fields (2) and the corresponding vector potentials
shown in Fig. 1 suggests already that one should not expect the rotational and reflection
symmetries of the electron velocity maps that exist for circularly polarized field components.
At best, in the ω–2ω case, one reflection symmetry might be expected to survive for suitable
molecular orientations and no rotational symmetry. The threefold symmetry of the velocity
maps, which is so typical of ATI spectra of bicircular fields, will be destroyed as soon as the
component fields are no longer circular. In the ω–3ω case, one might expect to observe inversion
symmetry in special cases, certainly not the fourfold rotational symmetry of the bicircular case.
The details require a detailed investigation, which we will present in the remainder of this paper.

We use the improved molecular strong-field approximation ([24] and references therein) to
calculate the differential ionization rate for emission of an electron with the final momentum p:

wRpi(n) = 2πp |TRpi(n)|2 . (3)

Here n = n1r+n2s, and n1 photons of frequency rω and n2 photons of frequency sω are absorbed
from the two-color elliptically polarized field (2). In the IMSFA the T -matrix element of the
(H)ATI process can be written as

TRpi(n) =

∫ T

0

dt

T

[
F (0)
Rpi(t) + F (1)

Rpi(t)
]
einωt+iU(t), (4)

with the time-periodic functions F (j)
Rpi(t), j = 0, 1, and U(t) = p · α(t) +

∫ t dτA2(τ)/2 − Upt,

where α(t) =
∫ t dτA(τ), Up is the ponderomotive energy, and A(t) = −

∫ t dτE(τ). The energy-
conservation condition has the form Ep = p2/2 = nω− Ip−Up. For asymmetric molecules, the
unperturbed ionization potential Ip should be replaced by Ip−∆S , where ∆S is the polarizability-
induced Stark shift [26]. For our bicircular field, we have ∆S = −E2

L(α‖+α⊥)/4, where α‖ and
α⊥, respectively, are the polarizability parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis.

The zeroth-order term, which corresponds to the direct ATI electrons, for neutral polyatomic
molecules is described by the matrix element [24]

F (0)
Rpi(t) =

N∑
j=1

f(ρj , t)e
−ip·ρj

∑
a

cja〈p + A(t)|E(t) · r|ψa〉, (5)

where the cja are the coefficients of an expansion of the molecular electronic ground-state wave
function in a linear combination of the atomic orbitals ψa. For symmetric linear molecules and
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dressed atomic orbitals, we have f(ρj , t) = 1, while for asymmetric linear molecules and dressing
of the whole molecular orbital we have f(ρj , t) = exp{i[µS(t) + αS(t) − A(t) · ρj ]}. The two

time-dependent terms, µS(t) =
∫ tµ ·E(t′)dt′ and αS(t) =

∫ t [α‖E2
‖(t
′) + α⊥E

2
⊥(t′)

]
dt′/2+∆St,

enrich the oscillatory structure of the spectra. Here µ = −µẑ is the electric dipole vector and
E‖(t) [E⊥(t)] is the electric-field vector parallel (perpendicular) to the molecular axis. The
coordinates ρj are defined in [24] as linear combinations of the relative coordinates {R}. For
N = 2, we have ρj = −(q − λ)R1/2, where λ = (m1 −m2)/(m1 + m2) is the mass asymmetry
parameter and q = +1 for j = 1 and q = −1 for j = 2. In this case, the sum over j in
equation (5) is replaced by the sum over q = ±1. For λ = 0, this reduces to the result known
for homonuclear diatomic molecules from [27].

The first-order term, which corresponds to the rescattered electrons, for neutral polyatomic
molecules has the form

F (1)
Rpi(t) = −ie−iSkst

(t)
∫ ∞

0
dτ

(
2π

iτ

)3/2

ei[Skst
(t′)−(Ip−∆S)τ ]

×
N∑
j=1

eiK·ρjV j
eK

N∑
l=1

f(ρl, t
′)e−ikst·ρl

∑
a

cla〈kst + A(t′)|E(t′) · r|ψa〉, (6)

with t′ = t − τ , K = kst − p, kst =
∫ t′
t dt

′′A(t′′)/τ the stationary electron momentum, and

Sk(t) =
∫ t dt′[k + A(t′)]2/2. In the above equation, V j

eK is the Fourier transform of the
rescattering potential at the jth atomic (ionic) center.

3. Numerical results
In this section we will show our numerical results obtained using the MSFA (for direct ATI) and
the IMSFA (both the direct ATI and the rescattered HATI electrons are included) introduced
in section 2. We will show the photoelectron momentum distributions in the pzpx plane
using a false-color presentation with a logarithmic scale that covers six orders of magnitude.
The electron-momentum plane is defined with respect to the laser-field coordinate system:
pz = p cos θe, px = p sin θe. The value of the angle θL between the z axis, which is along
the internuclear axis, and the major axis of the laser-field polarization ellipse is fixed. Unless
stated otherwise, the results are presented for the photoelectron kinetic energies Ep ≤ 12Up.
We will refer to these distributions as the (H)ATI spectra although the photoelectron energy
spectra are presented only in the right-hand subpanels of figure 5.

In the first part of this section, numerical results will be presented calculated for the case of
counterrotating field components. In our previous papers [18, 19] we have analyzed in detail the
symmetries of the corresponding (H)ATI spectra for various molecular species, for the special
case of a bicircular field. In this case, the value of the ellipticity is ε = 1 and the field components
are counterrotating. Here, we are going to consider symmetries for (H)ATI spectra generated
by a counterrotating field when |ε| < 1. More precisely, our aim is to analyze the reflection
symmetries of the corresponding ATI spectra and the rotational symmetries of the corresponding
HATI spectra. Results for the molecules N2, CO, and CO2 will be presented.

In the second part of this section we will display our numerical results for the corotating
bichromatic elliptically polarized laser field. The N2 molecule is used as a target. We analyze the
(H)ATI spectra for different molecular orientations and combinations of the angular frequencies
of the field components. The length and the height of the rescattering plateau will be analyzed
as a function of the molecular orientation.
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Figure 2. The figures in the two left-hand panels correspond to the ATI spectra for the CO2

molecule obtained using our MSFA. The first panel is for θL = 0◦ and the second for θL = 90◦.
The two panels on the right-hand side exhibit the ATI spectra for the CO molecule; the first panel
is for θL = 0◦ and the second for θL = 90◦. The intensities of the ω–2ω counterrotating laser-
field components are 1014 W/cm2, the ellipticities are ε1 = ε2 = ε = 0.3, and the fundamental
wavelength is 800 nm.

3.1. Counterrotating case
First, we consider reflection symmetries for the direct (ATI) photoelectron spectra in a
bichromatic counterrotating elliptically polarized field. For the analysis of reflection symmetries
we consider ATI spectra for the CO2 molecule, which is taken as an example of the symmetric
linear molecule, and for the CO molecule, which is a heteronuclear diatomic molecule (and
hence an example of the asymmetric case). Spectra for two molecular orientations, θL = 0◦

and θL = 90◦, are considered. In [19] we have shown that the ATI spectra of linear symmetric
molecules in a bicircular counterrotating field exhibit reflection symmetries for the molecular
orientations θL = 0◦ and θL = 90◦. Also, in [19] it was shown that, for the ATI spectra
of asymmetric linear molecules in a bicircular counterrotating field, there are no reflection
symmetries for the molecular orientation θL = 0◦. In general, the reason for reflection symmetry
to appear in the ATI spectra is the invariance with respect to the transformation x → −x,
A(t) → A(−t), E(t) → −E(−t). This also holds in the case of a bichromatic elliptically
polarized field |ε| < 1. So, as shown in the first and the second panels of figure 2, the same
reflection symmetry is present in the ATI spectra for ε = 0.3 and the symmetric CO2 molecule.
The third panel from the left in figure 2 corresponds to the asymmetric CO molecule oriented
along the zL axis (θL = 0◦). It is clear that, as opposed to the other cases presented in figure 2,
there is no reflection symmetry in this case.

Let us now consider the rotational symmetries of the HATI spectra. For a bicircular field
it was shown that the spectra exhibit invariance with respect to rotation by the dynamical-
symmetry angle αj = −2πjr/(r+s) (j integer) of the bicircular field. The mentioned dynamical
symmetry is given by the relation Ry(αj)E(t) = E(t + τj), where Ry(αj) is the 2 × 2 rotation
matrix representing the rotation by the angle αj about the y axis, and τj = jT/(r + s). As the
consequence, the following symmetry transformation is valid: θL → θL−αj , θe → θe+αj (this
means that the spectra are invariant with respect to this transformation). However, for |ε| < 1
this dynamical symmetry is violated, and the corresponding rotational invariance is absent. This
can be seen both in the right-hand-side pair of the panels and in the left-hand-side pair of the
panels of figure 3. In contrast to the bicircular-field case, the invariance with respect to the
transformation θL → θL + 120◦, θe → θe + 120◦ is violated.
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Figure 3. HATI spectra, obtained using our IMSFA, for ionization of the N2 molecule by an
elliptically polarized counterrotating ω–2ω laser field with component intensities 1014 W/cm2

and the fundamental wavelength 800 nm. For the two left-hand panels the ellipticity is ε = 0.8
and the spectra are calculated for Ep ≤ 12Up, while for the two right-hand panels we have
ε = 0.3 and Ep ≤ 17Up. In both cases the first panel is for θL = 0◦ and the second one is for
θL = 120◦.

Figure 4. Direct ATI photoelectron spectra obtained using the MSFA for the N2 molecule and
corotating fields. The laser field intensity is 1014 W/cm2 and the fundamental wavelength of
the laser field is 800 nm. The combination of the angular frequencies of the corotating field
components is ω–2ω. The angle between the z axis, which is along the internuclear axis, and
the major axis of the laser-field polarization ellipse is θL = 0◦ (left panels, parallel orientation),
θL = 60◦ (middle panels), and θL = 120◦ (right panels). The ellipticities of the laser field are
ε = 1 (upper panels) and ε = 0.3 (lower panels).

3.2. Corotating case
In this subsection we present our numerical results for a corotating bichromatic elliptically
polarized laser field. The N2 molecule is used as a target. We first analyze the spectra of
direct electrons for various ellipticities and molecular orientations. It is again assumed that the
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ellipticities and intensities of the two field components are equal (ε1 = ε2 = ε and I1 = I2 = I).
In figure 4, the logarithm of the differential ionization rate of the N2 molecule is presented in
false colors in the electron momentum plane for direct ATI by a bichromatic elliptically polarized
ω–2ω laser field having the component intensities 1014 W/cm2 and the fundamental wavelength
800 nm. The angle of molecular orientation is θL = 0◦ (left panels), θL = 60◦ (middle panels),
and θL = 120◦ (right panels). The spectra shown in the upper and lower panels of figure 4 are
calculated for ε = 1 and ε = 0.3, respectively.

All spectra presented in figure 4 are characterized by two-center destructive interference
minima. One of them is clearly visible for θe = 180◦ and pz ≈ −1.5 a.u. in the upper left panel
of figure 4. By performing a detailed analysis, we confirmed that these minima are due to the
interference of wave packets emitted from the two molecular centers [23]. Namely, comparing the
integrated differential ionization rate and the partial contributions that include only ionization
from one of the molecular centers, one can determine the origin of the above-mentioned minima.
Taking into account the molecular symmetry, as well as the atomic orbitals that make up the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the considered molecule, we are able to find
conditions that allow one to determine the positions of the two-center destructive-interference
minima. More precisely, the connection between the coefficients csa appearing in the linear
combination of atomic orbitals [27] depends on the symmetry of the considered molecule and is
given by c−1a = saλc1a, with

saλ = (−1)la−ma
{

(−1)mλ (for g-symmetry)
(−1)mλ+1 (for u-symmetry)

. (7)

Here, mλ is the projection of the orbital angular momentum on the internuclear axis. For
example, for 3σg states it is mλ = 0. The factor (−1)la−ma comes from the inversion of the z
coordinate of the second center. It can be shown that the observed minima are determined by
the following expressions [23]

p
(+1)
min,m =

(2m+ 1)π

R cos(θe − θL)
, p

(−1)
min,m =

2(m+ 1)π

R cos(θe − θL)
, (8)

where m = 0, 1, 2, . . .. For the used laser and molecular parameters the minima that correspond

to p
(+1)
min,0 and p

(−1)
min,−1 are clearly visible in the upper left panel of figure 4. If we take into account

only the orbitals with la even, the interference minima form a straight line pz = −π/R in the
momentum plane, while for la odd we have pz = 0. Since both even and odd orbitals contribute
to the spectra, the mentioned minima are partially masked, as can be seen in the upper left panel
of figure 4 (θL = 0◦). Comparing this result with those presented in the other upper panels,
we see that the positions of the minima are rotated by the angle −θL, which is in accordance
with equation (8). For example, for the upper right panel (θL = 120◦) the minimum appears
for θe = 60◦. The spectra for parallel orientation (and also for perpendicular orientation; see
figure 3 in [23]) obey reflection symmetry with respect to the pz axis. This is clearly visible for
θL = 0◦ in the left panels of figure 4. For any other orientation this type of symmetry is broken.
Comparing the corresponding middle and right panels of figure 4 we see that the spectra are
invariant with respect to the transformation: θL → 180◦ − θL, px → −px. For ε = 0.3, a series
of minima can be observed along the z axis. These minima are caused by the interference of the
parts of the wave packets emitted from the same center of the N2 molecule [23].

Now, we focus on the difference between the yield of high-energy photoelectrons emitted
nearly antiparallel to the major axis of the laser-field polarization ellipse for perpendicular and
for parallel molecular orientation. It can be shown that the corresponding yield for θe = 180◦

and perpendicular orientation is one order of magnitude higher than that for parallel orientation
[23]. This effect exists for a wide range of laser field intensities, ellipticities, and wavelengths.
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Figure 5. HATI photoelectron spectra obtained using the IMSFA for the N2 molecule in a
bichromatic ω–2ω corotating field with the ellipticity ε = 0.3. Left two subpanels: the molecular
orientation angle is θL = 0◦ (left) and θL = 90◦ (right), the field component intensities are
I = 1014 W/cm2 and the fundamental wavelength is λ = 800 nm. The results are presented for
Ep ≤ 18Up. The right three subpanels: the logarithm of the differential ionization rate in atomic
units is presented as a function of the photoelectron kinetic energy in units of the ponderomotive
energy for the laser parameters given in each subpanel [I = 1014 W/cm2, λ = 800 nm (left),
I = 1.2× 1014 W/cm2, λ = 800 nm (middle), and I = 1014 W/cm2, λ = 1000 nm (right)].

It is clearly visible in the plots presented in the three right-hand subpanels of figure 5. These
plots exhibit the plateau height for two different intensities and wavelengths for the orientations
θL = 0◦ and θL = 90◦ of the N2 molecule, the emission angle θe = 180◦, and for the elliptically
polarized corotating ω–2ω field with ε = 0.3.

In the two left subpanels of figure 5 we show the complete photoelectron momentum
distributions for the same laser parameters as used in the first (left) of the three right subpanels
of figure 5. Analyzing these spectra we conclude that they confirm our general conclusion that
the reflection and rotational symmetries are violated for HATI spectra if |ε| < 1 and r + s
odd. Also, it is clearly visible that long plateaus are well developed for high electron energies
for ε = 0.3 and θL = 0◦ and θL = 90◦. We have checked that this is valid for all molecular
orientations for the corotating field if |ε| < 0.5.

In our previous investigation [23] we have shown that for r = 1 and s = 2 the plateau for
θe = 180◦ is longer than that for θe = 0◦. On the other hand, for the case r = 1 and s = 3 the
plateau for θe = 180◦ is of the same length and height as the plateau for θe = 0◦. The reason
is the actual symmetry that the HATI spectra for symmetric molecules obey, if exposed to a
corotating elliptically polarized laser field with r+s even. Namely, for symmetric molecules and
for r + s even we have invariance with respect to the transformation

θ → θ + j180◦, θL → θL, θe → θe + j180◦, (r + s = even, j integer) (9)

which corresponds to the transformation p → −p with fixed positions of the molecule and the
field. This inversion symmetry is clearly visible in all three panels of figure 6.

4. Conclusions
Using the improved molecular strong-field approximation, we investigated the strong-field
ionization of the oriented linear molecules N2, CO, and CO2 by counterrotating and corotating
bichromatic elliptically polarized laser fields. The photoelectron spectra of both the direct (ATI)
and the rescattered (HATI) electrons were analyzed.

For symmetric molecules and counterrotating fields the direct ATI spectra obey reflection
symmetry about the pz axis in the laser-field coordinate system for both parallel and
perpendicular molecular orientations. In the case of asymmetric molecules this is valid only
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Figure 6. Photoelectron HATI spectra obtained using the IMSFA for the N2 molecule and
fixed value of the ellipticity ε1 = ε2 = ε = 0.3. The three presented momentum distributions
correspond to different values of the molecular orientations: θL = 0◦, θL = 60◦, and θL = 90◦,
from left to right, respectively. The intensities of the ω–3ω corotating laser-field components are
1014 W/cm2 and the fundamental wavelength is 800 nm. Results are presented for Ep ≤ 17Up.

for perpendicular molecular orientations. For other orientations, this symmetry is violated.
These facts were known to be valid for a bicircular field (ε = 1) [18, 19] but we have now
confirmed that they are satisfied for arbitrary ellipticity ε. In addition, we have found that for
symmetric molecules the transformation θL → 180◦ − θL leads to px → −px in the ATI spectra.

Reflection symmetry is violated by the HATI spectra. For the counterrotating case the
rotational symmetry (θL → θL−αj , θe → θe +αj), which is valid for HATI spectra when ε = 1,
is no longer valid if ε < 1.

For a corotating bichromatic elliptically polarized laser field with ellipticity ε < 0.5 the high-
energy plateau in the photoelectron spectra is well developed. In the ω–2ω case the high-energy
plateau for θe = 180◦ is longer than the plateau for θe = 0◦. For the molecular orientation
θL = 90◦ the plateau for θe = 180◦ is higher by one order of magnitude than for θL = 0◦. For
symmetric molecules, in the ω–3ω case the high-energy plateau for θe = 180◦ is the same as that
for θe = 0◦. The reason is that, for r + s even and for symmetric molecules, the HATI spectra
exhibit inversion symmetry, i.e. invariance with respect to the substitution p→ −p.

Underlying our results were equal ellipticities of the two component fields. In the most
general case of unequal ellipticities it still remains to explore if some symmetries survive. We
employed the (improved) molecular strong-field approximation whose reliability, in general, is
not well known (for example, the Coulomb effects are not included). However, we expect that the
symmetry properties of the velocity maps predicted by the (I)MSFA should be reliable and agree
with solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. Hence, inspecting the symmetries
of measured velocity maps and comparing them with the (I)MSFA predictions may provide
valuable tools to determine, for example, deviations from perfect agreement of the actual fields
from their desired form.
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